
Star Trek Adventures

Naked Now
Director’s Cut

Synopsis

The crew of the Enterprise is subjected to an exotic illness that drives them to unusual

manic behavior, akin to a type of alcoholic intoxication.



How to Use this
Module

Have you ever dreamed of being in an episode

of Star Trek: The Next Generation? Well, we

can do you one better. Now, you can be the

director (a.k.a. gamemaster). Just grab some

players, pick your favorite TNG characters (or

make up some new ones), and start playing.

This is your chance to make different

decisions than you saw exhibited on screen

and see how it plays out. That’s right! This is

your alternate universe. Heck! Maybe it will

even be better than the original. Who knows?

It’s all up to you and your cast of players.

[Use with the Star Trek Adventures: TNG

Player Characters and the Star Trek

Adventures Core Rulebook to play. Or really

up the ante and play as Klingons by using the

Klingon Core Rulebook.]

This module is based on a Star Trek TNG

episode with some sexual overtures. You

should make sure your group is comfortable

playing such a mission. Feel free to replace

the symptoms with aggressiveness, goofiness,

or other forms of social conflict.

DIRECTIVES

● Rendezvous with the science vessel SS

Tsiolkovsky which has been routinely

monitoring the collapse of a red

supergiant star into a white dwarf.

● Investigate the reason behind strange

communications.

Begin this game with 2 Threat per player.
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TEASER

The USS Enterprise-D has been assigned to

investigate a loss of contact with the SS

Tsiolkovsky, which had been assigned to

observe the final days of a dying red

supergiant star.

The communications officer can perform a

task to hail the Tsiolkovsky. This requires a

Control + Engineering Task, assisted by the

ship’s Communications + Engineering, with a

Difficulty of 0. Opening communications, the

Enterprise bridge crew hear a woman speaking

in a seductive voice. She states that a huge

'blowout' is about to occur. Many other crew

on the Tsiolkovsky begin laughing and are

shouting encouragement before a large

explosive sound is heard followed by silence.

Characters in charge of sensor operations can

make a Control + Engineering/Science Task,

assisted by ship’s Sensors + Engineering with

a Difficulty of 0. Success reveals that the crew

had just opened an emergency hatch. Spend

momentum to determine the following:

● Some bodies have been ejected into

outer space. They are naked.

● Sensor scans have revealed that there

are no life signs on board the ship.

At this point, the crew must decide what to

do. All other sensor scans will not reveal more

information. They may decide to transport

over to the ship to investigate. If they choose

to beam in, they must beam directly to the

transporter room on the Tsiolkovsky due to

unstable life support on all other decks.
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ACT ONE

On the Tsiolkovsky, the ship is on red alert as

the away team spreads out to investigate the

ship. Before they spread out, they should

make a Control + Engineering Task with a

Difficulty of 1 to verify life support is available

in the corridors. Any Complications might

indicate hazards they meet during their

investigation like Unstable Gravity, Subzero

Cold, or Thin Air.

Gamemasters’ Guidance: Feel free to spend 1

threat to split the party so that they can

explore different parts of the ship.

EXPLORING THE CORRIDORS: The corridors

are quiet, but are littered with discarded items

and food. The walls are also covered with

phaser burn marks.

At some point they should come across a

display screen. It requires a Control +

Engineering Task, assisted by the ship’s

Communications + Engineering, with a

Difficulty of 0 to activate the distorted screen.

Once the image is cleared of static the bridge

is revealed via video link. The bridge is empty

of all loose items, and people. It is open to

space; the emergency hatch was indeed

blown. The crew were all blown out into

space.

EXPLORING MAIN ENGINEERING: Upon

arriving in engineering, ten people present are

frozen. An Insight/Reason + Engineering task

with a Difficulty of 0 reveals that someone had

modified the environmental controls, venting

all heat into space.

EXPLORING CREW QUARTERS: Characters

will witness many nude or barely clothed

bodies, all frozen. Bathroom showers may

have fully-clothed or naked crewmen frozen in

place.
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All characters should make a

Control/Presence + Command Task with a

Difficulty of 1. Failure means that the

character receives the Complication of Dread

Clouding My Professionalism.

By this time, the main ship should be receiving

tricoder data from the away team. Science or

medical characters may begin analyzing the

tricorder readings to ascertain what happened

to the Tsiolkovsky's crew.

This will begin an Extended Task that should

not be resolved until after ACT THREE. It is a

Reason + Medicine Task with a Work Track of

15, Magnitude 4, Resistance 3, Difficulty 3 to

resolve with one roll happening per ACT.

Allow the characters to complete exploring

the Tsiolkovsky. They find the same situation

all over the vessel.
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Gamemaster’s Guidance: Players might know

the premise of this actual episode of Star

Trek. Add the Trait: Undetectable Alien Virus

to this Scene. This affects the Extended Task

to find a cure. Any efforts to scan themselves

while on the Tsiolkovsky will fail to reveal a

problem.

Eventually, the decision should be made to

have the away team return to the Enterprise

after undergoing full decontamination.

Gamemasters should spend 2 Threat to

impose an Infected complication on all crew

members who visited the Tsiolkovsky. These

characters are perspiring, irritable, and/or

flirtatious. Let Players have fun starting to act

out. Upon returning to the ship, all characters

should go to sickbay for an examination. The

medical officer must make a Reason +

Medicine Task, assisted by the ship's Sensors

+ Medicine, with a Difficulty of 2. Success

cannot locate any discernible viruses,

pathogens, or diseases showing on scanners.

All bioreadings appear normal.

The medical officer may order the away team

to stay quarantined in sickbay. Infected

characters will try any means to slink out of

sickbay, perhaps with a sneaky Control +

Security Task with a Difficulty of 1. They may

try more forceful methods too, perhaps

overwhelming or incapacitating medical staff

to get out.

Gamemaster’s Guidance: Encourage the

players to really enjoy having their

characters act in unconventional, licentious,

or any other aggressive way. Unbeknownst to

the crew, the infection is spreading.

The virus makes all characters feel feverish

and some act flirtatious. Some players may

want to subtly introduce their character’s

symptoms. Others might want to go into a full

frenzy or act in a comedic manner.
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ACT TWO

Anyone affected by the virus has difficulty

controlling their emotions. They may complain

about a shortcoming, succumbing to

depression. They might accuse fellow crew

members of unfair treatment or rehash real

or perceived slights.

At this point, the gamemaster can spend

another Threat to step up the Undetectable

Virus trait to 2. This affects the Extended Task

to find a cure. It is now affecting everyone who

had come into contact with characters who

visited the Tsiolkovsky. This will likely include

the medical staff. Those with the Undetectable

Virus should be encouraged to start acting

symptomatic. Likewise, the gamemaster

should raise the complication range to 18.

Complications rolled should be based on

infected characters and NPCs

Medical staff reports that none of their

equipment can detect anything wrong, but it is

obvious by sight that people are expressing

symptoms. The command officer might be

worried about the spread of the infection, but

all scans cast doubt that it can be spread as

full decontamination procedures were

performed. Medical or science staff find that

all indications show the condition is more

likely to be a case of insanity or severe

emotional upset.

Telepaths, empaths, or ship counselors may

make an Insight + Medicine/Science Task

with a Difficulty of 1. Success indicates that

victims are suffering from confusion, and

possibly intoxication. A medical test can be

performed with a Reason + Medicine Task,

assisted by ship’s Sensors + Medicine, with a

Difficulty of 0. Tests will show no drugs or

hallucinogens in their bodies.

Meanwhile, other characters may decide to

search Starfleet records for more information.

Characters may make a Reason + Science

Task, assisted by the ship's Computers +

Medicine with a Difficulty of 1 to search

records. The relevant information can be

found from the medical database from the old

Constitution-class USS Enterprise. The records

state that during a planetary breakup,

complex water molecules had acquired

carbon from the body creating similar effects

of alcohol on the brain, essentially

intoxication. This information may be

downloaded and transmitted to medical.

In the meantime, characters should be

allowed to move about the ship and engage

with other crew and departments. Encourage

them to really roleplay being infected. They
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should prefer to engage in anything but their

normal duties.

Gamemasters’ Guidance: Some players might

not feel comfortable with improv and acting

out of character. If the player permits, ask

them to roll a Control/Presence + Command

Task with a Difficulty of 3 (to account for

Virus Trait 2). Failure means that the

gamemaster can temporarily take control of

their character for the scene and have them

act out of sorts. The player should have final

license on what the character does however.

By now, all infected characters should be

perspiring and showing symptoms—overly

aggressive, seductive, playful, destructive,

etc.—though no test can isolate the issue. This

includes many of the NPCS.

THE STAR OF THE SHOW: Other characters,

perhaps working from the bridge, should be

uploading 8 months of information from the

Tsiolkovsky to the Enterprise. The viewscreen

reveals the system's star. The star will

eventually explode. The Enterprise should be

able to outrun any dangerous events from the

star at half-impulse. A view of the star again

reveals many surface flares.

Gamemasters’ Guidance: Spend Threat to

increase the complication range to 17. In

addition, spend Threat to create

complications related to NPCs wreaking

havoc with ship systems, especially

environmental controls and engines, which

would make outrunning the star impossible.
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ACT THREE

Abnormal behavior akin to intoxication is now

being reported from all decks, including the

ship's training division ordering all officers to

attend a lecture in metaphysics. Any orders

given to NPCs will be met with rude replies.

Likewise, Players can respond out of character

with their PCs to make the game more

intense.

Gamemasters’ Guidance: Ask any players if

they want their characters to explore

interactions with other player characters.

This could be a chance to reveal a secret love,

stewing resentment, or other such thing.

Allow time for the conversations to develop.

This might provide content for future

missions.

ENGINEERING PROBLEMS: Create

complications related to force fields being

erected to keep characters from key systems,

malfunctioning impulse or warp drives, power

system troubles, etc.

LIFE SUPPORT PROBLEMS: Create

complications related to temperature controls

gone awry, oxygen levels fluctuating, knockout

gas being pumped into sections, etc.

JOYRIDES: Maybe some crew members decide

to take shuttles or escape pods on joyrides.

Likewise, a character may decide to take over

the ship and appoint themselves the new

captain.
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TURNING UP THE DANGER: Player characters

should never meet their demise without

player consent. However, certain NPCs might

blow themselves out of an airlock or freeze to

death. Only do this if you need to ramp up the

action and if players are agreeable to taking it

there.

Infected characters must succeed in a

Control/Presence + Command Task with a

Difficulty of 3 to regain enough composure to

combat the various problems popping up all

over the ship. Gamemasters should allow

characters to Succeed at Cost if failure could

spell death for characters or key NPCs.

MORE RESEARCH NEEDED: Solving the

problem might involve saving the Tsiolkovsky

so that the problem can be studied in detail.

However, the star going nova may prevent the

crew from having the evidence they need to

find a cure if the Tsiolkovsky is destroyed.

Hence, tractoring the Tsiolkovsky to a safe

location is key—that is, if the characters can

find a way into engineering to get the engines

and tractor beam to work.

Of course, out-of-control characters and NPCs

make accessing those systems difficult. Spend

Threat to give the players a tough time. One

Complication should be Isolinear Control Chips
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Removed in Engineering, preventing the helm

from giving orders to the engines.

The reaction in the star is becoming more

severe, prompting the red alert klaxon to

activate. Seconds later, the star implodes into

a white dwarf, ejecting a vast number of

fragments of its former mass in the process.

Despite being intoxicated, the bridge crew

look with concern towards the viewscreen; an

object is approaching. A portion of the star's

surface is on a collision course for the

Enterprise.

Complications may prevent the characters

from taking evasive action.

This is now a Timed Challenge (p. 90) of 6

intervals comprising the following steps:

1. Access Engineering. Daring +

Engineering/Security, Difficulty of 2.

2. Reinstall Isolinear Chips in Record

Time. Control + Engineering, with a

Difficulty of 3.

3. Resume Control of Navigation and

Engines. Reason + Conn, with a

Difficulty of 1.

Once control is resumed, an attempt to

escape the star fragment can be made with a

Daring + Conn, assisted by ship’s Engines +

Conn, with a Difficulty of 2 and at the cost of 1

power.

The Tsiolkovsky is lost in the maneuver,

however, as the fragment hits it.
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CONCLUSION

The Enterprise blasts into warp speed with

seconds to spare as the fragment drifts

harmlessly out into space. However, the

infection is still raging through the ship.

The medical team should now be completing

the Extended Task that began in ACT ONE now

resolves. The antidote found in the medical

early Enterprise database can combat the

intoxication. It can be distributed via

hypospray.

Allow the characters to devise a plan to

distribute the antidote, perhaps overcoming

complications that arose during the

adventures.

Once the complications and medical tasks are

completed, you may allow the characters time

to review everything that occurred. New

relationships may be formed. Some crew may

need to deal with embarrassment. All might

be mourning the loss of colleagues who died

during this event. Or maybe it all ended with

humor and no harm done. Either way, this will

have been an adventure to remember.
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